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Digital Election Observation: Regulatory
Challenges around Legal Online Content

BEN WAGNER

Abstract
Between public debates about ‘hacking’ elections, so-called ‘fake news’ and online disinfor-
mation campaigns, it has become hard to imagine what free and fair elections in a digital
environment could look like. This challenge is particularly pronounced for election observers
who monitor free and fair elections. How should election observers fulfil this task when reli-
able data in online media campaigns are often not even available to media regulators? The
following article provides a brief overview of existing challenges around online content regu-
lation and how these apply to elections and election observation. It then considers where
resources for digital electoral observation exist and how most effectively to build on these
before, in conclusion, discussing next steps and potential opportunities to develop digital
election observation further.
Keywords: election observation, regulation, online content, digital campaigning

Introduction
WHILE ELECTIONS have been taking place in

digital online spaces for many decades, ques-
tions about which types of online content
should be considered problematic around
elections are relatively recent. Debates about
so-called ‘fake news’, disinformation or mis-
information and even the ‘hacking’ of elec-
tions have all centred on regulating types of
online content. Many of the existing chal-
lenges with this debate reappear in the
debate about ensuring free and fair elections,
in particular the debate on regulating crimi-
nally illegal content. However, in a regula-
tory context where even media regulators
struggle to gain access to, and verify, all rele-
vant online content, it is not clear how elec-
tion observers are able to carry out their
work effectively.

Given the widespread public debate about
a ‘growing problem of illegal and harmful
interactions and content online’, the chal-
lenges associated with elections should not
be forgotten.1 With an increasing proportion
of human interactions taking place in digital
contexts, many of the existing challenges
with online content moderation are brought
to the fore.2 At the same time, it is entirely

unclear whether the amount of illegal or
harmful content is growing, the proportion
of social media uptake is growing, or just
that public awareness about the phe-
nomenon is growing. Depending on which
of these phenomena is growing, vastly dif-
ferent policy responses would be required.

At present, civil society organisations like
Who Targets Me—an organisation that builds
a transparency database to make the targeting
of individuals by online platforms easier to
follow—or the investigative journalists that
uncovered the Cambridge Analytica scandal
about online targeting during the UK general
election, are providing a service to the public
without access to sufficient relevant data. It is
unacceptable for public institutions to con-
tinue in the state they currently are, leaving
critical decisions about democratic elections
and their governance to private sector online
platforms. What might be the consequences
for the disinformation and misinformation
campaigns that remain unknown to regula-
tors, journalists and the public?

This article provides a brief overview of
existing challenges around online content
regulation and how these apply to elections
and election observation. It then discusses
where resources for digital electoral
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observation exist and how most effectively
to build on these before, in conclusion, dis-
cussing next steps and potential opportuni-
ties to develop digital election observation
further. The empirical scope of the article is
limited to election observation and content
moderation in Europe.

Regulating illegal vs legal content
online
Since the earliest days of the internet, there
has been a debate about appropriate forms of
communication online. However, what was
initially a debate about appropriate ways of
talking to other human beings quickly
evolved to create ‘family friendly’ spaces,
most notably by AOL which was a pioneer
of this approach. At the same time, there has
been a slew of debates about the appropriate-
ness of regulating different types of content,
from spam, trolling, to child sexual abuse
material. All forms of content show up on
the internet, with some evidently requiring a
degree of moderation. Who should conduct
this moderation? On which rules it should be
conducted and what those rules should look
like remains a hotly contested question in a
wide variety of different regulatory contexts.
Typically, private sector online platforms try
to enforce the same norms and standards on
their platforms globally. By contrast, national
jurisdictions strive to enforce their own legal
frameworks onto these platforms, often with
limited success.

One of the main challenges in the area of
online content regulation is the focus on ille-
gal content, that is, content which is removed
from online platforms for legal compliance.
One solution proposed in many regulatory
debates about online content moderation is
that problematic content should be crimi-
nalised, and there should be a judicial mecha-
nism to decide about legality. In some cases,
content regulatory proposals even go as far as
suggesting that all non-illegal content should
be required to be kept online. This type of
requirement is typically called a must-carry
obligation for legal content that creates a right
for the restoration of deleted but legal content
which has been moderated; a response pro-
posed in debates around the German Net-
work Enforcement Act.

The difficulty with this approach is that it
does not consider that the vast majority of
content is not removed for reasons of legality
or illegality. A World Association of Newspa-
pers and News Publishers (WAN-IFRA)
study from 2013 suggests that the average
level of content deleted by online platforms is
around 11 per cent. An analysis of the content
items deleted by an anonymous medium-
sized European online platform in the first
quarter of 2019 puts this figure at 10.9 per
cent, which seems very much in line with the
previous estimate from WAN-IFRA. Based on
numbers from 2013 and 2019, it seems plausi-
ble to argue that the level of deleted content
in online forums has remained broadly stable.

Within this 10.9 per cent of deleted content,
4.33 per cent was deleted for reasons of legal
compliance, while 95.67 per cent was deleted
owing to terms of service violations. In abso-
lute terms, measured against all content on
the platform, 0.47 per cent of all platform con-
tent is being deleted for legal reasons (based
on the platforms’ own coding of the reasons
for deletion), and 10.43 per cent is deleted for
violations of terms of service. The conse-
quences of these figures should be clear: any
requirement to reinstate all legal content
would reinstate the vast majority of all con-
tent currently deleted on online platforms.
Online platforms would look significantly dif-
ferent than they do now if all legal content
was reinstated. Furthermore, most partici-
pants in the debate on online platforms are
not aware of the large amount of content cur-
rently removed for non-legal reasons. Thus, it
seems reasonable to argue that the main chal-
lenge online is not in the regulation of illegal
content, but rather in ensuring the appropri-
ate governance of terms of service regimes
and legal content takedown.

In 2018, the new European Audiovisual
Media Services Directive (AVMSD) acknowl-
edged this challenge, establishing a regula-
tory regime for the terms of service (ToS) of
online platforms. In doing so, it shifted the
focus of regulation from individual elements
of content governed by a public framework
and towards the private ordering through ele-
ments such as ToS. A similar shift is absent in
the German network enforcement law or the
European Union’s Code of Conduct on the
regulation of illegal hate speech, which
focusses exclusively on illegal content online.3
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This section highlights many of the general
challenges associated with online content
moderation in general, as well as the specific
challenges in focussing on legal or illegal
content. Understanding these sets of chal-
lenges is important before looking more clo-
sely at election related contexts, as they are
key to understanding the overall regulatory
process relating to online content.

Regulatory challenges around
election-related legal online
content
So, what should regulators trying to achieve
free and fair elections do in this slightly mud-
dled regulatory context? Perhaps the most
straightforward option (and most frequently
pursued) is simply to make certain forms of
online information perceived as problematic
illegal, with the posting and hosting of it a
criminal offence. While this might seem a
straightforward solution, it also poses defini-
tional challenges and creates threats to the
very elections it is designed to protect.

Legality of content
Take, for example, disinformation campaigns
which have become increasingly abundant
online around elections. These campaigns
function by spreading factually incorrect
information in a strategic manner, thereby
shifting the frame of the debate. However,
the line between false information and legiti-
mate claims made in the context of a politi-
cal debate is anything but evident. To
provide one example: the renaming of the
Facebook account of the UK Conservative
Party to ‘Fact Check UK’ may have been
perceived as misleading by voters, but
should such behaviour be grounds for crimi-
nal liability? To create criminal liability
around false political statements would nec-
essarily shift questions of success or failure
around political campaigns out of the forum
of public debate and into the courtroom.4

Legality of funding streams
An alternate strategy would be to restrict
and govern the mechanisms by which such

disinformation campaigns can be funded
and limit the pool of individuals and organi-
sations able to provide resources to such
campaigns. Such restrictions typically relate
to geographic limits and individuals who are
able to contribute to electoral campaigns.
Campaign donations, for example, are not
generally allowed from private individuals
or corporate actors who are based outside
the jurisdiction where the election is taking
place: a Swiss corporation or a Spanish citi-
zen is typically prohibited from contributing
to political campaigns in Germany. These
restrictions also apply to other means of
influencing the political process, such as
online advertising campaigns. Restrictions of
funding are particularly attractive from a
regulatory perspective, as they do not
require individual decisions about specific
pieces of content that run the risk of unduly
restricting the political debate around an
election. Together with restrictions on
sources of funding, it also makes sense to
ensure the sources and uses of funding are
made as transparent as possible to the elec-
torate.

Transparency requirements
Finally, transparency requirements around
pieces of content in the online environment
would appear urgently necessary and extre-
mely helpful. The transitory nature of many
types of online content, and the closed tech-
nical architecture of many more popular
online platforms like Facebook or Instagram,
make it easy to show widely spread content
to specific groups of people without this
being available to the general public. This
type of electoral content, which has been
coined ‘dark posts’, poses considerable chal-
lenges to free and fair elections, as it allows
tailoring of different content to different
groups of individuals without any account-
ability for the statements made. Importantly,
given the many problems with the accuracy
of existing transparency reports provided by
online platforms—even if they have a legal
basis—an auditing mechanism which
ensures the accuracy of all transparency pro-
vided is equally important.5 This trans-
parency is needed for both popular organic
political content, that is, content that is
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posted by the users of online platforms, as
well as paid advertising content. As a mini-
mum, it is important to know if something
is classified as political content, how wide-
spread the most popular political content is,
and what type of entity posted it. For paid
advertising, information about the amount
paid would also be important. If content was
removed from the platform, it should also be
made clear why this was the case. All of this
content should be publicly available globally
in a searchable online transparency database.
Sadly, this is not currently the case for any
large online platform.

This section has discussed some of the
main regulatory challenges associated with
election related online content and suggests
that there is much still to be done if digital
election observation is to be a success.

Digital election observation:
media monitoring and beyond
Election observation is the process of external
monitoring which ensures that democratic
elections remain free and fair. It is conducted
by an external team of monitors, who look a
wide variety of aspects of the electoral pro-
cess over many months, ranging from the
existing electoral laws, to media pluralism,
and the fairness of the electoral process on the
ground. Typically, election observers are sent
by international organisations to monitor
elections as either short-term or long-term
observers, with the long-term observers
beginning their task many months before the
election itself. The short-term observers are
only involved for a matter of weeks and are
focussed primarily on the actual process of
the election itself, while the long-term obser-
vers assess the overall legal, political, and
media context in the specific country.

While election observation remains a cru-
cial element of securing free and fair elec-
tions, credible election observation focusses
on far more than just voting itself and
attempts to take the broader political and
media situation into account. For example,
the Organization for Security and Co-opera-
tion in Europe (OSCE) Office for Democratic
Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR)
writes that a ‘long-term, comprehensive, con-
sistent and systematic election observation

methodology has become the bedrock of
ODIHR’s credibility in this field’.6 Similarly,
the European Commission Election Teams
note that ‘EU election observation has devel-
oped from a short-term, ad hoc, operation
into a long- term process with a rigorous
and systematic methodology.’7

Within this long-term approach, media
monitoring is a crucial aspect of election
observation. Both the OSCE and the EU hand-
books on election observation have extensive
sections on media monitoring, the role of
media supervisory bodies, and a healthy
media environment conducive to ensuring
free and fair elections. With much of the chal-
lenges associated with these topics shifting
online, it can be assumed that election obser-
vers will need to adapt to new challenges.

As a large part of the electoral debate now
takes place online, it could be expected that
electoral observation has also moved online.
However, this does not seem to be the case.
The focus of election observers who conduct
media monitoring is currently mainly on
print and broadcast media, with very little
guidance on how to conduct election obser-
vation on social media. Even the latest hand-
book of the OSCE from 2012, which is
explicitly focussed on media monitoring, dis-
cusses the internet in general terms, in less
than a page, without concrete guidance.8

A lack of international standards, conven-
tions, and best practices on how to observe
effectively the digital aspects of elections
could explain why guidelines for digital elec-
tion observers are currently lacking. Impor-
tantly, the challenges associated with digital
election observation are not just related to dig-
ital technologies. Instead, these technologies
have enabled novel practices that pose chal-
lenging in a digital context. These include:

• foreign interference in elections;
• hacking;
• hate speech leading to election-related vio-

lence;
• deceptive digital campaign practices;
• insecure digital election equipment and

services;
• insufficient political advertising regula-

tions for the online environment;
• a lack of meaningful data about the

impact of social media and transparency
surrounding political advertising;
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• a lack of early warning systems for elec-
tion-related disinformation, foreign inter-
ference, hate crimes, threats to women,
violence, and voter suppression.9

Importantly, none of these challenges is nec-
essarily a consequence of the increasing use
of digital technologies. Instead, the use of
new technologies means that existing regula-
tory frameworks and their institutional sup-
port structures need updating. Sadly, this
already difficult situation is not helped by a
lack of assistance from technology compa-
nies. As one leading international election
observer noted during the research for this
article: ‘We’re running after the tech compa-
nies, they have enormous resources, and
they’re playing us.’10

This raises important questions not just
about new standards for election observation,
but also the specific mechanisms that would
be needed for electoral observers and large
online platforms to be able to work together.
As these mechanisms do not currently exist,
there will need to be a process of negotiation
from both sides to ensure that an effective
relationship can be established. Such a rela-
tionship may also the need a specific legal
basis and a set of governing rules to support
it. Finally, a minimal degree of willingness by
private companies to comply is also required.
None of these challenges are insurmountable,
but require considerable additional work to
set standards and build relationships in order
to be effective on an everyday basis.

Where are resources for digital
election observation needed?
Another fascinating question associated with
digital election observation is who should
benefit from resources around election obser-
vation. At present, the existing technical
capacity around election observation is
focussed primarily in international organisa-
tions such as the European External Action
Service (EEAS) of the OSCE ODIHR. While
this makes sense organisationally for the typi-
cal model of election observation, it can be
argued that such technical capacity would
also be beneficial for national election authori-
ties and media regulators. These findings are
in line with a recent report by the report of the

Kofi Annan Commission, Elections and Democ-
racy in the Digital Age, which suggests that:

Some [election monitoring bodies] may find
themselves in need of short-term technical
assistance against threats to electoral integ-
rity by foreign interference in elections, hack-
ing, and hate speech leading to election-
related violence. In such cases, international
technical assistance to help [election monitor-
ing bodies] defend their election should be
quickly available when requested.11

Were the EU and the OSCE to develop sig-
nificant technical capacity in the area of digi-
tal election observation, such capacity would
be in high demand beyond this context.
There are two areas where such technical
capacity would be particularly valuable: out-
side current regional areas of scope and out-
side electoral contexts. For example, existing
EU observation capacity would be valuable
within the EU, not just outside it. Countries
such as Hungary, Austria, Poland or the UK
could all benefit from increased EU election
observation capacity, as they currently strug-
gle to ensure free and fair digital elections at
a national level. The lack of capacity is par-
ticularly evident where existing media super-
visory bodies struggle with their tasks in the
digital sphere. Receiving technical assistance
and support through an organisation with
higher technical capacity in this area could
strengthen the ability of media supervisory
bodies to fulfil their tasks effectively. The
same can be said for requirements for techni-
cal assistance outside electoral contexts, for
example, in situations where public trust in
existing media supervisory mechanisms has
massively deteriorated and the stability of
democratic institutions is under threat. In
these situations, ensuring free and fair demo-
cratic debate in an open environment is cru-
cial to ensuring the voices of citizens are
heard and the trust in democratic institutions
and media supervision is restored.

Such involvement of digital election obser-
vers may raise questions about the impartial-
ity of their work as election observers. It is
therefore critical to ensure that any involve-
ment that is organised can only be under-
stood as in support of local technical
capacity. At the same time, given that exist-
ing local governance structures often strug-
gle to fulfil their existing regulatory tasks in
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an online environment, international support
may provide a useful mechanism to support
free and fair elections.

Conclusion
Digital election observation is a challenge
that cuts across existing mechanisms for elec-
tion observation, media regulation, and
democratic governance. The technical capac-
ity and methodological expertise to be able
to perform this function should be available
to as many parties as possible and not lim-
ited to a single set of monolithic international
institutions. The more plural and diverse set
of actors that have access to technical capac-
ity in this area, the easier it will be to ensure
that free and fair elections take place.

Building effective institutions able to
respond to the challenges raised by digital
media remains a crucial challenge to ensure
free and fair elections. The problem is not the
phenomenon of disinformation or fake news,
but rather a lack of adequate institutional
processes that respond effectively to attempts
to exploit loopholes in existing campaigning
rules via digital means. This article has not
primarily tried to suggest that new technolo-
gies are changing how elections work, but
rather that already weak institutions charged
with overseeing democratic elections are
overwhelmed by new technologies. Effective
institutional responses are neither impossible
nor unreasonable; they are primarily a ques-
tion of political will. Precisely because free
and fair elections are so important as a pillar
of democratic institutions, it is high time that
such political will is forthcoming.
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